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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 This thesis explores the impact that the 2008 U.S. economic recession has had on 
performing arts organizations. Through my research process, I compiled case studies of 
three mid-sized performing arts organizations based in the Mid-Atlantic for the greater 
purpose of examining traits successful arts organizations possessed during this economic 
downturn. My initial literature reviewed showed that organizations that were quick to 
adapt new and emerging trends and remained flexible in terms of changing market 
demands were the organizations which emerged the most successful through this time. 
However, the information I discovered through the case studies found that rather than 
emerging trends being utilized by successful organizations, calculated decisions such as 
merging organizations, hiring dedicated development staff, and transitioning board from 
working to governance, had instead led to the organizations’ overall sustainability and 
growth.  
This paper does not serve as a guide on how to build a successful performing arts 
organization, as this topic can never be answered in its entirety. It instead describes some 
of the best practices that have been adopted by specific organizations that have allowed 
for their success.
1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The economic recession that occurred in the United States beginning in 2008 has 
had a profound impact on arts organizations, causing major revamping of structures and 
changes in processes which had proven successful for years. Many long-standing 
practices are no longer viable options. Through this time, organizations have had to adapt 
to changes in governance, funding strategies, and audience development.  
As will be illustrated in the literature review below, it is thought organizations 
that have proven the most successful are those that have been quick to adopt new 
practices and take risks with new models. Those that have been resistant to change have 
seen declines in audience participation, as well as both earned and contributed revenues. 
As a result, many organizations, such as the Bead Museum, the Los Angeles Museum of 
Contemporary Art, and the New York City Opera have faced major issues and have been 
forced to close (Hoye 2009). However, through it all, some organizations have been able 
to defeat decline, move past just sustaining, and have indeed been able to grow. 
Through my research process, I sought to find out how performing arts 
organizations can become successful and show growth. I did this through a series of case 
studies on three performing arts organizations. The case studies I conducted were of three 
mid-sized performing arts organizations that showed tremendous fiscal, audience, and 
organization growth from 2008 to 2014. I chose this particular time frame as it includes 
the economic recession that began in the U.S. in 2008 and covers a period in which many 
arts organizations have gone through decline and have been forced to close their doors for 
good. The three organizations studied for this paper have defied the odds and in fact gone 
past just sustaining and have managed to grow during this difficult time.
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Through my initial research of information publicly available, specific research 
areas identified encompass three major areas which I identified as having some of the 
largest impact on the success of organizations. These three areas are: governance (both 
staff and board), funding (both earned and contributed), and audience development. In 
order for an organization to be in a place where growth can occur, each of these three 
areas must be addressed. Weakness in any one area can negatively affect the others. The 
choice of these areas is further solidified by a 2011 survey by Theatre Communications 
Group of 350 United States theaters, which revealed that the top five concerns and 
priorities of theater managers were: audience development (66 percent), cultivation of 
donors for individual gifts (64 percent), board development (45 percent), corporate giving 
(33 percent), and strategic planning (28 percent) (Lord and Shuff, 2011).  
 Over the past several years, a large focus of the sector has been what has led to 
the decline of arts organizations. Articles such as, “We Should Allow Failing Arts 
Organizations Die,” by Devon Smith (Smith 2014); “Some Art Institutions Deserve to 
Fail,” by Terry Teachout (Teachout 2013); and “Culture in Crisis,” by Terence 
McDonnell and Steven Tepper (McDonnell and Tepper 2014); articles such as these have 
been flooding the newsfeeds of readers for quite some time now. It hasn’t been until more 
recent years that literature has begun to emerge to combat this pessimistic trend.  
While knowing exactly what went wrong proves to have its own benefits, 
developing new strategies for organizations to see success and growth will be imperative 
if the field intends to show long-term sustainability. Some of these strategies can be 
found in the case studies of the organizations studied for this paper. 
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I have used a mixed methods design for data collection for my thesis. The 
analysis of any arts organization can not merely be answered through the collection of 
just qualitative information and data or just quantitative information and data. Analyzing 
just one aspect would not paint an entire picture of an organization and would not 
validate any claims that I intend to make. Qualitative information must be gathered from 
those involved in the organizations in order to find how they came to any particular 
strategies they implemented; while quantitative information must be collected in order to 
see the impact that these strategies had. A mixed methods approach which allowed me a 
way to integrate both the qualitative and quantitative information, and in fact aided in the 
validity of my argument. I began with a basic quantitative data review, followed by 
qualitative interviews, and checked through quantitative research.  
Prior to my selection of the organizations chosen for the case studies, I did a basic 
quantitative review of data publicly available, such as IRS Form 990s, annual reports, and 
news articles. These documents allowed me to see which organizations have shown the 
most growth during the economic recession of 2008. Special consideration was paid to 
growth of general operation budgets, as well as growth in earned and contributed income, 
and specific initiatives that organizations implemented during this time.  
My main source of data collection was the use of qualitative interviews with a key 
member of each the three organizations I chose. My goal was to speak with the current 
executive director of each organization. I realized that the current executive director may 
not be the person that the success of the organization is attributed to, and therefore it was 
necessary to research predecessors. My interview process was a semi-structured to 
structured topical process. I chose this process as I began each interview with the open-
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ended question, “what do you attribute the success of your organization to?” My follow-
up questions were then structured based on responses given. I gave each person I 
interviewed the opportunity to share their perspective without being swayed or biased by 
the questions I asked. For a full list of interview questions, see Appendix A.  
Other data sources I used consisted largely of quantitative sources. I examined 
and compared documents of each organization. In addition to the aforementioned 
documents, I also examined Financial Reports, NEA and AFTA statistics of 
organizations (including, but not limited to studies such as The National Arts Index). In 
addition to these sources I utilized journals, articles, and other sources that examine new 
and emerging trends that foster growth within nonprofit arts organizations. 
My goal through this research process was to be able to analyze findings and 
discover trends that are occurring in the arts organizations that I studied. However, the 
case study of only three mid-sized performing arts organizations located in the Mid-
Atlantic region limited the amount of data and strategies that can be collected and 
presented. My initial literature review looked at areas identified above 
(management/governance, fiscal, and audience development). While the interview 
questions I developed were based on these three areas and my initial research findings, 
information found in the subsequent case studies does not necessarily focus on specific 
strategies these organizations implemented, but rather looks at strategic moves that were 
implemented in order to facilitate growth. These strategic moves include the merger of 
two organizations, transitioning boards from working to governance, and hiring dedicated 
development staff. 
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I chose three performing arts organizations that I personally feel have been 
successful between the start of the recession until 2014, a time when many organizations 
went through decline and struggled to stay afloat. This study was limited to my definition 
of success. For the purpose of this paper, fiscal growth, audience development, and 
strong organizational attributes were chosen as indicators of success. There are many 
different metrics available and differing opinions on what some may consider a 
successful organization. To some, success may be defined as sustaining an organization 
and breaking even each year.  
Other limitations of this study include operating size and geographical location. 
The three organizations I chose are all located in the Mid-Atlantic region. They are The 
Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA), Adventure Theatre-MTC (Glen 
Echo, MD), and the National Philharmonic (Bethesda, MD). The operating budgets of 
these organizations (approximately $550,000 to $2,600,000) classify them as “mid-sized” 
organizations (Lord and Shuff, 2011). One final limitation of my research was that 
interviews were conducted on only one staff person for each organization. While in each 
case this was the person best suited to answer my questions, it is important to note that 
others in the organization might have offered a different opinion. 
Through my various research methods, I had anticipated finding recurring trends. 
I believe there are certain “best practices.” Many of these “best practices” are not new 
ideas, but instead are practices that are occurring on a regular basis in organizations 
today. I also anticipated discovering that each organization took a certain amount of risk 
in order to be able to move beyond sustaining. I believe that new and innovative ideas 
play a key factor in allowing organizations to grow in capacity. While I did find that a
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certain amount of risk was taken in one of the organizations (mainly in terms of 
programming choices), what I found more of was that these organizations were 
successful because of their solid organizational practices, such as maximizing earned 
revenue potential, knowing their specific markets, and hiring key staff members.  
With all of the above mentioned information, I find it important to mention that 
this paper in no way aims to answer the question of how all performing arts organizations 
can become successful. I realize that there is no one-size-fits-all answer in terms of 
operating an arts organization and there are far too many types of organizations and 
variations in environmental factors that prevent a universally streamlined approach. I 
instead intend to highlight organizations which have built successes against the odds 
during the recession, and showcase some of their best practices, as well as emerging 
opportunities and initiatives that they have successfully adopted.
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CHAPTER 1 – Building Resilient Performing Arts Organizations in the U.S.  
  
 
According to the 2014 National Arts Index produced by Americans for the Arts, 
as of 2012, the arts have begun to recover from a flailing economy (ArtsIndex 2014). The 
National Arts Index, which measures the health and vitality of the arts sector, rates the 
2012 arts sector with a score of 97.3, up from 96.1 in 2011, but still below the baseline of 
100 established in 2003 (ArtsIndex 2014). See Figure 1 below for an overall picture of 
the health of the arts sector from 2001 to 2012. 
 
Figure 1: National Arts Index, Americans for the Arts  
Key findings of 2014 National Arts Index report includes: 
 The arts sector did not begin to recover from the current economic recession until 
2012. As of 2012, the economic force of the arts sector in the U.S. boasts 91,000 
nonprofit arts organizations and 800,000 more arts businesses, 2.1 million artists 
active in the workforce, 720,000 self-employed artists, plus $151 billion in 
consumer spending. 
 Nonprofit arts organizations continue to experience financial challenges. The 
percentage of arts organizations facing an operating deficit has ranged from 36
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percent in 2007 (during a strong economy) to 45 percent in 2009 (during the 
deepest part of the recession). However, as of 2012, 44 percent of arts 
organizations still failed to yield positive operating budgets. 
 Arts attendance rates remain steady. In 2012, 32 percent of the US adult 
population attended live performing arts events, the same as in 2010. However, 
this is much lower than the 40 percent that attended events in 2003. Overall, 
attendance for theater, opera, and movies increased from 2011 to 2012, however 
orchestra audiences saw a small decline.  
 Charitable giving and lowered unemployment rates are beginning to be reflected 
in the health of the arts sector. These two items contributed heavily to the overall 
health of the sector from 2002 to 2011 and their impact is a direct reflection of 
the Arts Index score. Needless to say, those that are employed are more likely to 
contribute, both directly and indirectly, to arts organizations. 
So what exactly does this all mean? While the arts sector is in fact on the mend there 
is still a long way to go. One thing is clear, if organizations continue to operate the way 
they have, growth and sustainability is simply not possible, and shrinking audiences and 
growing operating deficits will continue to ensue. Kenneth Foster, former Executive 
Director of Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, says it best, “To [see sustainability] will 
require, I believe, letting go of some long held assumptions and adopting an entirely new 
approach to the way that we function. In so doing, I believe we can advance the vitality 
of the arts in the United States in important ways” (Foster 2010, 4). 
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Governance and Leadership 
Due to many varying internal and external factors, performing arts organizations 
are facing more challenges than ever. The harsh realities of an economic recession, paired 
with changes in audience consumption and individual giving habits, have led to the 
growing need for new strategies and initiatives to emerge. While some organizations 
have accepted the need for change in order to foster growth, many in the arts sector have 
been slow to adopt new practices. In 2007, Cray, Inglis, and Freeman wrote, “the 
pressure for visible change will impact most heavily on the leaders of such organizations. 
Because they represent the organization to its external stakeholder, and serve as a link 
between the organization’s environment and its employees” (Cray et al. 2007). 
While it has been widely acknowledged that performing arts organizations have 
been undergoing changes related to governance, funding, and audience development, it 
has not been until recently that basic managerial concepts have been addressed (Cray et 
al. 2007). Currently, most nonprofit performing arts organizations operate under a dual 
leadership structure (administrative and artistic). While this model has some clear 
benefits, it may be problematic, cause widespread internal tension among administrative 
and artistic staff, and potentially halting decision making and long-term planning (Galli 
2011, 21). This type of dual structure has become the norm and is mandated in most 
organizations simply due to the lack of experience and cross training amongst its leaders. 
Simply put, many artistic leaders don’t possess the administrative skills needed to run an 
organization and many administrative leaders don’t possess the artistic skills needed to 
further an artistic vision.
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The dual leadership organizational structure that most performing arts 
organizations employ is similar to that seen below (Figure 2). Dual leadership can be 
defined as, “a formal arrangement in which two people have equal rank at the top of the 
organizational hierarchy,” (de Voogt 2006, 17). Some critics wonder whether this model 
is the most ideal. Both leaders come to the table with their own ideas and priorities, 
which ideally should overlap each other. However, difficulties lay in prioritizing which 
objectives take precedence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Sample Mid-Size Orchestral Organizational Chart. League of American Orchestras 
(2014). 
  
With the difficulties that are associated with the dual leadership style, one is often 
left wondering why exactly it is so widely used and what the unifying goal is. Let’s begin 
with addressing the question of what the unifying goal is between these two roles. First 
and foremost, the goal of both parties is to run an effective organization and fulfil its 
mission. Without this idea being at the forefront of any planning, the organization is sure 
to fail. The question of why this model is so widely used is not necessarily so clear, but it
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can be speculated that this is because of the lack of a suitable alternative. 
 In a 2007 study by Wendy Reid, several factors were found to impact the 
effectiveness of this leadership model. First, the relationship between the dual leaders has 
both negative and positive outcomes, depending largely on the working relationship 
between the two parties. In the majority of arts organizations, the board of directors is 
responsible for the hiring of both the artistic and administration directors (Reid 2007, 7-
8). Depending on how these directors are chosen, and whether the directors themselves 
were included in the search process, compatibility and signs of cohesion can be 
overlooked. Reid suggests that there is a direct link between “power differences, trust and 
internal processes” that have a direct impact on the “organizational effectiveness” (Reid 
2007, 7). Dual leadership is in fact most effective when relationships between the two 
leaders are positive and collaborative. 
 So where exactly do Boards of Directors fit into this equation? According to 
James Undercofler, “the traditional…organizational model suffers from systematic 
malfunction, and…the board role is central to this condition” (Undercofler 2010). In 
nonprofit organizations, the Board has three essential functional roles: governance 
(fiduciary, professional staff oversight, and assessment of mission accomplishment), 
resource development, and offering expertise (Undercofler 2010). Most boards are 
constructed on the basis of this model, with members being sought out for their expertise 
in one or more of the outlined areas. However, problems can occur when members see
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their role as being something other than overall governance of the organization.  
 Undercofler offers the suggestion of reducing the Board to merely three 
individuals who would focus specifically on governance (Undercofler 2010). Individuals 
would be required to go through rigorous training sessions and in fact become certified in 
nonprofit governance through a studying and training process. Potential board members 
would not be assigned to any organization until this certification is completed and it 
would be the responsibility of the organizations themselves to ensure the certification is 
valid. The idea here is that board members would be professionally trained, and therefore 
better equipped with the knowledge needed to successfully govern an organization. The 
limited number of board members would greatly reduce the amount of bureaucracy and 
personal agendas being brought to any organization, allowing for a greater focus on 
fulfillment of the organization’s mission.  
One thing Undercofler does not discuss if this type of initiative were to be 
implemented by an organization, is the fee that the organization would incur by providing 
individuals with this type of training. Were this type of training implemented, it would 
indeed lead to additional costs. Additionally, a problem may arise from having too few 
people controlling an organization that is aimed at representing the public, as nonprofits 
do. One last thing that is decidedly missing from his recommendation is that of examples 
of this type of model in the field. My recommendation for any organization considering 
this type of model would be to seek out other organizations in the nonprofit field who 
have adopted this model, or one similar to it, to get their experiences with it and find out 
what successes and issues they have had. 
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Fiscal Development 
 Nonprofit performing arts organizations operate in a climate of uncertainty. Even 
under ordinary circumstances, many of these organizations operate under strain, with 
operating budgets that often times don’t meet basic needs. Because of such constraints, 
many arts organizations have been forced to cut artistic programming, while others have 
closed altogether (Bernstein 2014, 10). This can in part be attributed to the lack of 
increase in productivity that the rest of the economic industries have benefitted from. 
While other industries can cover the cost of inflation by an increase in productivity, this 
is simply not the case in the performing arts world (Kaiser 2008, ix). It takes the same 
number of performers to produce a production of Macbeth as it did centuries ago and the 
same number of musicians to perform a Beethoven symphony as when it was originally 
written. As costs go up, performing arts organizations simply have no way to reduce the 
labor to stage such productions (Kaiser 2008, ix). 
 Other factors leading to strained operating budgets include changes in funding. A 
typical revenue model for performing arts organizations includes four primary sources: 
private contributions (individuals, corporations, and foundations); direct government 
funds; earned income; and investment and endowment funds (Wyszomirski 2002, 222). 
Many nonprofit performing arts organizations rely heavily on private funding, 
government contributions, and earned income, none of which are particularly reliable 
(Galli 2011, 12). During the economic recession, decreases in these traditional funding 
channels had a profound impact on operating budgets of organizations.  
 Many organizations have attempted to fill their income gap by raising ticket 
prices (Kaiser 2008, x). This however has an adverse effect on audiences. By raising
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prices, many organizations are out-pricing their current audiences and losing out on any 
revenue that might be made. Additionally, raising prices can make it more difficult for an 
organization to achieve its mission, which often includes making their art accessible to 
those within their communities. Organizations typically want to reach a wider range of 
audiences and when prices increase, audiences can become smaller and more restricted 
economically. With much cheaper forms of entertainment readily available, and 
competition for audience’s time, people are simply choosing to spend their time in other 
ways.  
Several creative pricing strategies have emerged over the past several years 
including the idea of dynamic pricing. Dynamic pricing is “the act and art of progressive 
pricing, or changing ticket prices over time based on the anticipated or actual supply and 
demand” (Bernstein 2014, 221). Tim Baker, Director of Baker Richards, says “Whereas 
revenue management need only mean charging different prices for different seats at 
different performances, dynamic pricing can also mean charging different amounts for 
the same seat at different times in the sales cycle” (Baker 2). In order for this practice to 
be most effective, the idea of scarcity needs to be present, which will in turn increase 
demand for tickets.  
Other creative pricing strategies include the discounting of tickets and offering 
special promotions through the use of platforms such as Groupon or Living Social. The 
idea behind these concepts is generally to fill the seats, not necessarily to make a profit. 
Many organizations believe that the most important thing is to get people into the seats, 
where relationships can be built. In 2010, the Joffrey Ballet of Chicago launched an 
extremely successful Groupon campaign. The deal of the day offered discount
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subscriptions to the upcoming season of the Joffrey. Within 24 hours, 2,338 people had 
bought into the season subscription package being offered, increasing their subscribers 
from 4,900 to over 7,000 in the process of one day (Jones 2010). While the immediate 
success of this program has been seen, long-term implications have yet to be studied. 
While the Joffrey Ballet has experienced tremendous success through the 
Groupon initiative, it should be made clear that not all organizations have had the same 
results. Many times organizations actually lose money on deals being offered, and 
sometimes, consumers just simply don’t take the bait. In October 2014, the Baltimore 
Symphony Orchestra (BSO) offered a Living Social “Deal.” This was not the BSO’s first 
attempt at using this type of platform. The choice to try this type of marketing again 
wasn’t because they had such great successes with it, but rather because they were having 
trouble selling tickets. Through a conversation I had with the former Community 
Outreach Coordinator at the BSO, it was discovered that this was in fact a botched 
attempt at selling tickets. However, at the same time this Living Social Deal was running, 
there were also multiple other discounts available, all for the same performance. In total, 
for a student, under the age of 40, there were 4 different discounts available for the same 
concert (bsomusic.org). This begs the question of how much is too much?  
Using creative pricing as one way to increase revenue, is typically accompanied 
by the idea of filling the gap with contributed revenue, specifically, raising the 
contribution levels from private and public sources (Kaiser 2008, x). However, with so 
many organizations vying for only a limited amount of funds, competition has greatly 
increased. While organizations used to be able to rely on one or just a few gifts of major 
donors, this is no longer enough. In 2008, for example, The Kennedy Center for the
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Performing Arts had over 30,000 donors just to balance its books (Kaiser, x). What has 
become increasingly obvious is that arts organizations have ended up competing with one 
another to gain and retain donors.  
One thing that should be addressed at this time is the generational shift that is 
occurring in arts organizations. While a younger generation is impacting all facets of how 
organizations are operating, it is specifically having a profound effect on funding. Figure 
3 below illustrates the changing in giving habits of generational populations.  
 
Figure 3: Tomorrow’s Donor’s Numbers. The Chronicle of Philanthropy (2013).  
 
While the Millennial generation currently represents a less active generation of 
donors than that of their parents (the Baby Boomers), the Millennials that are giving
 Millennials 
Born 1981-1991 
Generation X 
Born 1965-1980 
Baby Boomers 
Born 1946-1964 
Average amount 
donated per year 
$481 $732 $1,212 
Total amount donated 
per year 
$15.8 billion $28.9 billion $61.9 billion 
Total population 91.2 million 66.9 million 70.8 million 
Share who give 60% 59% 72% 
Number of charities 
supported per year 
3.3 3.9 4.5 
Average amount 
donated per year to 
top charity 
$230 $376 $436 
Favorite Causes Children’s charities: 29% 
Place of worship: 22% 
Health charities: 20% 
Place of worship: 36% 
Local social service: 29% 
Children’s charities: 28% 
Place of worship: 38% 
Local social service: 36% 
Children’s charities: 22% 
Preferred ways to give Checkout counter: 52% 
Online donations: 47% 
Purchase for proceeds: 39% 
Checkout counter: 51% 
Purchase for proceeds: 42% 
Online Donations: 40% 
Checkout Counter: 53% 
Online donations: 42% 
Honor/tribute gifts: 42% 
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already contain many highly passionate thought leaders that are moved by the causes 
which they support. It is important to note that the 60 percent of Millennials that are 
already choosing to give are doing so despite the fact that they are completing degrees 
and paying off student loans, getting married, buying homes, and starting families. 
With so many factors building against the Millennials’ capacity to give, 
organizations may be left wondering why exactly they should be so concerned. Despite 
the apparent lack of financial means, Millennials have an annual spending power of $300 
billion, and of that, $62.7 billion is considered discretionary (Saratovsky 2013, 14). In 
addition to these numbers, they stand to become the beneficiaries of a $41 trillion transfer 
of wealth from older generations (Saratovsky 2013, 14). All of this means that coupled 
with their high inclination to be part of the greater good, Millennials are and will be 
looking for opportunities to spend their dollars, whether that be on the hottest new 
product or a social cause. This group of individuals will be leading and deciding the fates 
of organizations for decades to come, while their spending decisions will greatly benefit 
those organizations that have done the best job engaging them beginning now. 
Faced with operating budgets running deficits due to increasing costs and losses 
in revenue, many arts organizations have opted to cut expenses. However, choosing 
which areas to cut can have huge implications on every facet of an organization. To most, 
it appears that the easiest cuts are items related to the artistic mission and marketing, 
mainly due to the lack of pushback that will be received internally and externally. Arts 
consultant Michael Kaiser says, “One can mount one less production, mount smaller 
productions, cut a bit on advertising or public relations expenses, and no one will be the 
wiser. Wrong” (Kaiser, xi). 
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Kaiser argues that artistic products and marketing are the reason why people give 
to an organization and why they attend events. Without a solid foundation of these things, 
revenues will be lost, and more cutting will be necessary, creating a vicious cycle which 
is not easily remedied. Kaiser writes, “When the arts organization attracts supporters, 
they produce revenue that the arts organization can use for creating better art the next 
season. This art, supported by aggressive marketing campaigns, attracts new supporters 
who produce more revenue” (Kaiser and Egan 2013, 1). 
 
Audience Development and Marketing 
 Perhaps what connects all facets of performing arts organizations are audiences. 
This means that audience development plays one of the most important roles in the 
sustainability of an organization. Two major challenges arts managers face today are 
reaching outward to their communities to make art an integral part of everyday life and 
looking inward to streamline approaches in management and marketing to respond to an 
ever changing environment. It is no longer the largest and wealthiest organizations that 
survive and flourish, it is the most adaptable (Bernstein 2014, 357). 
 Arts marketer Doug Borwick says that the concept of engaging audiences has 
been discussed at length in recent years, however the lack of understanding of the term 
puts organizations at risk (Borwick 2013). Borwick goes on to define audience 
development as a marketing strategy designed for immediate results (sales, donations, 
etc.). On the contrary, audience engagement assumes the building of relationships with 
current stakeholders and expanding reach over time. The desired end result of such 
engagement results in healthier, more sustainable organizations over time.
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 For several years, performing arts organizations have been faced with the reality 
of rapidly changing environments, leading to changes in audience behaviors and 
consumption (Bernstein 2014, 358). In order for organizations to stay relevant, new 
practices of engaging audiences, including increased personalization, must be adopted. 
This means more than simply changing your artistic product based on audience segments 
and lowering ticket prices. It means listening to and understanding your audiences and 
doing things that are meaningful to them. 
 Recently, the English National Opera (ENO) launched its “Opera Undressed” 
campaign to attract younger audiences. Through this campaign, younger audiences are 
offered tickets at the price of £25 (normally selling for £99), and in return are given some 
of the best seats in the house (reserved specifically for them), a pre-performance talk 
about the production, an outline of the opera’s story, a complimentary gin and tonic 
during a post-performance gathering with the cast, and a discount to future ENO 
performances (eno.org). “Lots of people are put off by the way opera is presented—they 
think it’s too stuffy, too posh, too expensive. We want to change that perception,” says 
ENO artistic director John Berry (Tilden, 2012). As of 2012, merely 30 percent of ENO’s 
audience base is under the age of 44, Berry aims to increase that figure to at least 40 
percent. 
 Sustainability of the performing arts sector relies heavily on audience 
development. Principle consultants at WolfBrown identify three specific interdependent 
and sometimes competing priorities: community relevance, artistic vibrancy, and 
capitalization (WolfBrown 2011). WolfBrown states that community relevance should be 
the first and foremost element of sustainability. This allows organizations to appear as an
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asset to their perspective communities, which is imperative for support. Artistic vibrancy 
is the fuel of sustainability. “A steady flow of creative programming is the lifeblood of an 
arts organization and the inspiration that motivates donors and engages the community,” 
says WolfBrown. The third element, capitalization, helps to feed the ideas of the previous 
elements. Fiscally healthy organizations allow for artistic programs to grow and prosper 
and allow for organizations to adapt when change is needed. Fiscal health is a basic tool 
of organizational sustainability (WolfBrown, 2011).  
 It is important for organizations to realize that we need our audiences more than 
they need us. Reverse thinking on this can lead to disastrous results. Chad Bauman, 
Managing Director at Milwaukee Repertory Theater says developing a fun and 
interesting experience is the key to keeping audiences engaged and supportive, and it is 
ultimately no one’s responsibility but our own. Bauman says, “Create a path for them. 
Give them an easy entry point. Provide an amazing experience. Steward them so they 
return soon after their first experience. Build their confidence with multiple experiences, 
and then provide them with an opportunity to sample something a little more 
challenging… We are responsible for cultivating our audiences’ artistic growth” 
(Bauman, 2014). Remember, arts organizations are established based on a mission, built 
around service to a community. Without the support and engagement of the community, 
organizations will cease to exist. 
 The following sections of my thesis are the case studies I conducted on 
Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia, Adventure Theatre MTC, and National Philharmonic. 
You will find a brief history and overview of each organization, as well as the events that 
led to their specific growth. 
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CHAPTER 2 – Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia 
 
The importance of new ideas, fresh interpretations of traditional forms, is not only 
prevalent in music, but in all aspects of life. – (mcchorus.org 2015) 
 
 
Introduction 
The following is a case study conducted on the Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia 
(MCP). Much of this information was gathered through various printed and online 
materials that are available to the public. However, in order to gain an insider’s view into 
the organization, I conducted an interview with Janelle McCoy, Executive Director of 
MCP from 2010-2014. Through this case study, I aim to highlight some of the history 
and practices of MCP, which led them to become such a successful organization.  
 
Mission 
“One of this country’s oldest choruses, Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia performs 
choral music to create a shared transcendent experience among its singers and audiences. 
Through the excellence of its adventurous performances, Mendelssohn Club advances the 
development of choral music as an art form.” (mcchorus.org 2015) 
 
History/ Overview 
Founded in 1874 by William Wallace Gilchrist, the Mendelssohn Club of 
Philadelphia (MCP) has been a driving force in choral music in the Philadelphia area and 
beyond for over 140 years. MCP began as an eight-voice male chorus, but quickly 
increased in size, adding women’s voices. Its first subscription concert took place in
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December 1879. Notable performances include the 1916 United States premiere of 
Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 8 with Leopold Stokowski and The Philadelphia 
Orchestra, the first performance outside of the Soviet Union of Dmitri Shostakovich’s 
Symphony No. 13, and the Philadelphia premieres of Johannes Brahms’ German 
Requiem, Sergei Prokofiev’s Ivan the Terrible, Alexander Scriabin’s Symphony No.1, 
and Béla Bartók’s Cantata Profana (mcchorus.org 2015).  
With their 141st season coming to a close, 2015 also marks the departure of 
MCP’s longtime Music and Artistic Director, Alan Harler. Harler became MCP’s twelfth 
Music Director in 1988 and was named Artistic Director in 2009. Harler, a strong 
advocate for new music, commissioned and premiered over 55 new works during his 
tenure with the organization. Heading the artistic initiatives for more than 27 years, the 
only music director in the organization’s history to serve longer was founder William 
Wallace Gilchrist. Harler is to be succeeded by Paul Rardin beginning July 1, 2015.  
2015 also marked a change in administrative personnel for the organization. 
Janelle McCoy, who was brought on as Executive Director, and the first ever paid 
administrative staff person departed the organization. Prior to McCoy joining the 
organization, most administrative tasks were handled by the Board of Directors.  During 
her time, McCoy led the organization to the largest growth it had seen in its 140 year 
history. Over the course of her tenure, gross revenues increased from approximately 
$272,000 to over $565,000 (FY14 990) and performances were selling out on a consistent 
basis (McCoy 2015).  
At the time McCoy took over operations of the organization, MCP had just 
entered into a period of growth. While the organization was beginning its growth stage, it
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would take the right leadership to lead it to its greatest potential. When asked to what she 
attributed the growth of the organization over the last several years to, McCoy gave the 
impression that the organization was in a position where it could do nothing but grow. 
Under the right nurturing and leadership that would start thinking ahead, great successes 
would come. She stated that there had been no technical infrastructure, no office, no paid 
administrative staff, to name a few things that were lacking (McCoy 2015). On top of 
this, the organization had been extremely fiscally conservative for roughly 20 years. With 
an operating budget of approximately $270,000 in 2010, there was a $50,000 reserve 
fund that had been established. This fund could easily cover several months’ worth of 
operating expenses if some sort of unforeseen occurrence happened. McCoy said that this 
reserve fund was important, and in fact is important for any organization to have, as it 
gives you the extra funds needed to be able to take risks. 
 MCP is largely community driven. While the organization has some professional 
singers (roughly 10%), the rest of the singers are simply high caliber singers that are 
community members. Perhaps one of the most important aspects of the singers is their 
deep commitment to the organization (McCoy 2015). Singers are auditioned and charged 
a singer’s fee ($150.00 for active singers, $75.00 for full-time students, and $40.00 for 
inactive singers) to help cover the general operating expenses of the organization. 
Essentially, the singers pay for the privilege of being part of such a fine organization. 
Many also choose to contribute additional monetary gifts to MCP. This illustrates 
additional support and buy-in to the organization and belief in its mission.  
At the time of McCoy’s arrival in 2010, singers were contributing monetarily to 
the organization, which is one aspect of what kept the organization afloat for so many
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years. However, while the singers were highly invested, there wasn’t necessarily a culture 
of giving (McCoy 2015). As most of the singers were volunteers and there wasn’t a paid 
administrative staff to talk about the importance of contributions, fiscal contributions 
(aside from singer’s fees) were something that was simply not spoken about. It wasn’t 
until McCoy began the conversation about giving on a regular basis that singers realized 
that their singer’s fee was not enough to cover the costs of sustaining and growing the 
organization. 
Implementing any type of contributed income strategies can be difficult with a 
very limited staff. This is a problem that McCoy encountered during her time with MCP. 
When asked what type of strategies she was able to implement during her tenure, McCoy 
said, “I didn’t get to do everything I wanted to because the staff remained so small for so 
long.” She also stated that because of the lack of staff, “we always felt behind” (McCoy 
2015). Board members are well meaning, but in most cases they are working 
professionals, so it can be hard to get the time truly needed from them to make an impact.  
McCoy stated that while they tried several strategies to build their individual 
donor base, there were none that were extremely successful and none that were extremely 
unsuccessful. Among the tactics often used by the organization were things such as “wine 
and cheese” events. This allowed for intimacy and gave people an inside look at the 
organization. However, this success was limited due to the lack of resources available to 
follow up with those that attended. Individual giving is about building relationships and 
while these events weren’t complete failures in that they allowed for a baseline 
introduction into the organization, they could have been much more successful if the 
manpower had been available to continue to foster the relationships. 
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For MCP, contributed revenue accounted for roughly 81 percent (or $460,000) of 
their revenues for fiscal year 2014 (FY14 990). This is a staggering jump of over 150 
percent during the time McCoy spent at MCP. When McCoy first came on board, 
contributed revenue was only $180,000 (FY09 990). While she attributes minimal 
success in terms of building an individual donor base, McCoy stresses that contributed 
income growth from foundations have a lot of potential, especially for organizations 
producing and presenting new and exciting works such as MCP.  
 While the contributed revenue for MCP sits at 81 percent, 19 percent (or 
$104,000) of their total revenues for the year was earned (FY14 990). This type of 
imbalance and reliance on contributed revenues is more typically seen in visual arts 
organizations that don’t generate the same type of earned income that many performing 
arts organizations do. The suggested balance of earned versus contributed income for arts 
organizations is typically 55-75% earned versus 25-45% contributed (Lenhart 2014).  
Earned revenue for MCP is limited to performances held, and while an additional 
concert per season was added (to address the demand for sell-out performances), earned 
revenue growth was fairly limited during McCoy’s tenure. When McCoy first began, 
earned revenues were just under $89,000 and accounted for roughly one third of the 
organization’s total revenues (FY09 990). The growth in MCP’s earned income of less 
than 20 percent is not entirely a surprise due to current limitations based on venue size. It 
could be argued that the growth that was seen was due to moving from four standard 
concerts per season to five.  
The biggest strategy implemented during this period of earned income growth 
was that of data capture, online ticketing services, and a customer relationship 
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management (CRM) database to manage it all. However, transitioning audiences to an 
online capacity, which would make tracking and customer management easier for MCP, 
was not an easy feat. At the first concert after the online database was established with 
MCP, only 10-20 percent of their audiences bought tickets online. By 2014, only ten 
percent were walk-ups (McCoy 2015). In order to transition the audiences to buy online, 
they need to be incentivized. MCP gave small discounts to buy tickets online, however 
audiences quickly learned that it was much easier to buy tickets in this format. They 
didn’t have to wait in long lines to get tickets, but rather were able to pay for and print 
their tickets beforehand.  
While on the subject of ticket sales, it is important to bring up the single ticket 
versus season tickets or subscription sales. MCP has strategically chosen to follow the 
single ticket sales model. This model has worked well for this organization for a number 
of reasons. First, MCP plays in multiple venues, many of which are churches. Because 
the venues are different, the number of seats available for each concert is not the same. 
Selling subscription or season tickets with changing venue sizes would make sales 
decidedly difficult. In addition, because many of the venues that are used are churches, 
assigned seating would prove to be a difficult feat as well. For these main reasons, MCP 
has chosen to stick with their single ticket sale model.  
With a cap on earned revenue based on limitations of seating of venues, one 
might be left wondering why MCP doesn’t just increase their number of performances 
each season, or move to a larger venue. Both of these proposals create their own unique 
set of issues. In terms of moving to a larger venue, there are simply not a huge amount of 
options in the geographic area in which MCP is based. Options largely include churches,
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which hold several hundred people and are available at $2,000-$3,000 per concert or The 
Kimmel Center, which would cost roughly $30,000 per concert (McCoy 2015). McCoy 
also feels that too there would be too many resources required to produce an extra 
performance, even if it was just the duplication of an already programmed concert. She 
has thoroughly researched the amount of monetary resources versus return the 
organization would see in choosing either one of these options, and neither seemed to 
produce a return on investment that would be justified for the organization. 
In addition to implementing a CRM database that allowed for MCP to track and 
obtain better data on patrons, MCP greatly increased its online presence during McCoy’s 
time. This meant implementing a Facebook account and revamping their already 
established website to become more user friendly. While attendance numbers for 
performances were capped due to venue size, what McCoy did notice was an increase in 
the quality of patrons attending concerts. She defined quality of patrons as those that 
were more educated about the organization, attended performances more regularly, and 
were more likely to contribute financially. McCoy notes that audiences now are, “more 
dedicated and invested in the organization” (McCoy 2015).  
Having patrons that feel a deeper connection to an organization returns to the idea 
of the need to foster relationships in order to build an individual giving base. While 
McCoy did not mention that she noticed a direct correlation between increases in 
individual giving when she saw a change in the quality of patrons, it can be speculated 
that when growth occurred in one area, it also occurred in the other. The current staffing 
structure of MCP is that of a full-time executive director, and part-time development and 
marketing assistants. With limited monetary resources, much of which are dedicated to 
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the production of the artistic product, staying lean is key to staying healthy and being 
flexible. As is seen in other organizations in this study, keeping overhead costs down and 
allowing an organization to remain flexible, can be a key to responding to fluctuations in 
unexpected expenses or loss of certain funding.   
With such a limited workforce, organizations such as MCP are limited to two 
options: rely heavily on volunteers and/or use outside contractors when specialists are 
needed. MCP employs both of these options in their operations. Positions such as library 
and personnel manager, which most organizations pay people to execute, are volunteer at 
MCP. While these specific positions may need to be addressed and evolve into paid 
positions at some point, they are functioning well for the organization at this time.  
While it may seem that MCP is following a leadership model in which the 
executive director has ultimate control over the organization, this is not the case. MCP 
employs the dual-leadership model. This means that both the executive director and the 
artistic director have equal say in what occurs in the organization and both report directly 
to the board of directors. However, to clarify these roles in this organization, I must 
mention that administrative tasks are ultimately the responsibility of the executive 
director and artistic tasks are ultimately the responsibility of the artistic director. All 
administrative personnel report directly to the executive director and artistic personnel 
report directly to the artistic director. While it can be speculated that there was some 
administrative and artistic overlap in decision making, especially in terms of setting the 
budget for an upcoming season, this idea of joint discussion was never formally 
addressed by McCoy.
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The role the board of directors plays in the management of MCP is that of 
governance and fundraising. However, this was not the case when McCoy began in 2010. 
At that time, the board was considered a “working” board. A working board is a board of 
directors that work as unpaid staff of an organization (nonprofit-knowhow.com 2015). In 
addition to addressing organizational policies and fundraising, these boards also take on 
the administrative tasks that paid staff members would normally accomplish. What this 
meant in terms of hiring McCoy as the first full-time paid staff person, is that she would 
have to begin the arduous task of transitioning the board from a “working” board to that 
of a governance board. This often causes, and certainly did in the case of MCP, a large 
culture shift and relinquishment of control to happen (McCoy 2015). Board members 
were hesitant to give up control of general administrative tasks that were better left to 
paid staff people at this point in the organization’s history. 
 
Summary 
With such tremendous growth seen in terms of financials, audience development, 
and organizational development, it’s tough to say where the Mendelssohn Club of 
Philadelphia will go following McCoy’s departure. Something McCoy mentioned that 
needs to be done in order for the organization to truly move forward from its current state 
is the idea of professionalism (McCoy 2015). With an organization that had no paid staff 
for the majority of its life, there is certainly a sense of community, but this can also lead 
to the feeling of lack of respect between the singers, volunteers, and paid staff.  
McCoy feels as though earned revenue potential has been essentially capped due 
to the limitations of venues (McCoy 2015). Unless ticket prices increase or larger venues
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are chosen (and much larger expenses are incurred), earned revenue has nearly reached 
its full potential. With a cap on earned revenues, contributed revenue is seemingly the 
only way in which MCP will see further fiscal growth. With that being said, there is 
tremendous potential in this area. Continuing to foster relationships with individual 
donors and producing ground breaking works, will help to grow an already strong group 
of contributors.  
 
Advice from the Expert 
So what advice does Janelle McCoy have for arts organizations who are currently 
struggling? That was an easy one for her to answer. “Look at every way you touch your 
patrons…email, social media, websites, YouTube…think of ways to build a deeper 
relationship” (McCoy 2015). McCoy reiterates that arts organizations are no longer just 
in competition with other arts organizations, they are in competition for time. Patrons 
don’t come to performances simply to hear a concert, they come to be part of an 
experience, and it is important to keep that entire experience in mind. 
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CHAPTER 3 – Adventure Theatre MTC 
 
In order for us to be assured that the world will have new generations of theatre artists 
and theatre goers, ATMTC believes that we must provide excellent memorable theatre 
productions and top notch technique based training. – Michael Bobbitt, Adventure 
Theatre MTC 
 
Introduction 
The following is a case study conducted on Adventure Theatre Musical Theater Center 
(ATMTC), located in Glen Echo, Maryland . Like the other organizations researched 
through this paper, some of this information was gathered through various printed and 
online materials that are available to the public. However, the bulk of the information 
found in this section was obtained through an interview between Michael Bobbitt, 
Producing Artistic Director, and myself. Through this case study, I intend to highlight the 
history and practices of ATMTC, which have resulted in the organization showing 
resilience and growth. 
 
Mission 
“Adventure Theatre MTC (ATMTC) cultivates new generations of artists and life-long 
audiences by creating memorable theatrical productions and experiences and by 
providing young people the highest quality training in musical theater and theater.” 
(adventuretheatre-mtc.org 2015) 
 
History/Overview 
Adventure Theatre (AT) was founded in 1951 by a group of women from the 
Community Arts Association’s drama classes (adventuretheatre-mtc.org 2015). AT 
boasts an impressive history filled with accolades and accomplishments. The
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organization quickly began commissioning plays by award-winning, nationally acclaimed 
children’s theater playwrights, such as Flora Atkins and Helen Avery. By the 1960’s AT 
had launched its In-School Players program, a traveling troupe that was started as a result 
of a request by the Director of Language Arts for the District of Columbia Public Schools 
(adventuretheatre-mtc.org 2015).  
In the 1970’s, AT expanded its programming once again, this time by partnering 
with the Junior League of Washington to create The Picture Book Players, a performance 
troupe targeted with serving pre-school and early elementary aged children. During this 
decade, AT also created a puppet division, now its own entity, known as The Puppet Co. 
It was also during this time that AT received The American Alliance for Theater and 
Education Award for Outstanding Theater Project of the Year Award.  
It wasn’t until 1984 that Young Americans of Washington was founded by 
Richard Hartzell. Young Americans of Washington would later be named Musical 
Theater Center and would merge with Adventure Theatre, becoming Adventure Theatre 
MTC, in 2012. The last 30 years for AT boasts some impressive occurrences for such as: 
performing with Grammy award winning composer, David Foster; publishing a book of 
new plays entitled, Six Adventure Theatre Plays; ensembles touring the former Soviet 
Union; performing at The White House Christmas Concert; performing aboard the Royal 
Caribbean’s “Sovereign of the Seas”; and performing as the children’s choir in the 
national touring company production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dream 
Coat (adventuretheatre-mtc.org 2015).  
In 2007, Michael Bobbitt joined the team at AT as their first full-time paid 
administrative staff person, though he had done volunteer work for the organization many
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years before that. Until 2007, the organization was administratively run by volunteers. At 
the time that Bobbitt began his employment, AT had embarked on a capital campaign to 
change the theater into a professionally run model. The board of directors at the time had 
considered the organization to be following a professional model, citing that they were 
hiring and paying contractors. Bobbitt had to convince the board that simply hiring 
contractors did not constitute them to be classified as being professional. He would spend 
the next three years transitioning the organization to a professional model, hiring staff, 
building audiences, and transitioning the board from a working board to a 
governance/fundraising board (Bobbitt 2015).  
When Bobbitt took the helm in 2007, AT was serving 18,000 patrons at 
performances and had 300 children in their theater academy. By 2010, just before the 
merger with Musical Theater Center, AT had more than 1,000 children in their academy 
and was touting audiences of 50,000 at their professional performances (Bobbitt 2015). 
This was all accomplished with a staff of just 9. It is important to note at this point that 
this tremendous growth that happened between 2007 and 2010, occurred during the worst 
part of the economic recession in the United States. This type of rapid growth is 
something that many arts organizations never see, and it is even less common to see this 
type of growth in a struggling economy. As of 2014, ATMTC has an operating budget of 
$2,500,000 (FY14 990), up from $736,000 when Bobbitt took over the organization in 
2007.  
When Bobbitt was asked what he attributes the growth and success of his 
organization to his response was that so much of it is about vision. “The vision is a 
marriage of commerce and arts. We don’t look at vision in terms of just the art, but we
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look at it in terms of growing the business side as well,” (Bobbitt 2015). He admits that 
the vision of the organization has changed a lot over the years and has had to adapt to 
environmental demands and occurrences. Bobbitt says that a lot of what occurred in the 
organization was simply capitalizing on things that were already there, such as adding 
performances during the week that used to only take place on weekends.  
By the 2013-2014 season, ATMTC had produced 14 world premieres, based on 
well-known children’s books, since 2009 (adventuretheatre-mtc.org 2015). With that 
being said, Bobbitt says that all of his productions, whether new or otherwise established, 
are only recognizable titles. Producing only recognizable titles (i.e. Oliver, Stuart Little, 
and Charlotte’s Web) was a commitment he made to the organization so that they would 
not have to worry about selling tickets (Bobbitt 2015). All shows have marquee value and 
by 2010, AT productions had reached capacity and were turning potential audiences 
away. Entire runs of shows were selling out the first weekend of their openings. By this 
point, revenue had flat lined and the organization had to think strategically of ways to 
increase their revenue outside of normal fundraising tactics. 
It was at this point in 2010 that AT started looking at their academy operations 
and decided that their next initiative would come in the form of growing their theater 
academy. Bobbitt had been aware that Musical Theater Center (MTC) had been 
struggling for years with leadership and quality of programs. At this time, Bobbitt 
approached the leadership of MTC about the possibility of building a partnership and 
after about a year of offline discussions, the organizations moved forward with the idea 
of a partnership in terms of a merger (Bobbitt 2015). 
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Funding was received from a foundation that would allow for the building of a 
merger task force, to pay for market research, and a consultant to educate the leadership 
from both organizations about the types of mergers and partnerships available. After six 
months of formal research and discussion, the organizations moved forward with a 
formal merger, which was finalized in March 2012 (Bobbitt 2015). Merging 
organizations can be a smart tactical move that can often eliminate redundancy and 
overhead, if executed correctly. However, it is not an easy fix that will cure all of the 
woes that organizations are having. Merging organizations will be discussed more in-
depth in the latter part of this paper.  
In the case of the merger between Adventure Theatre and Musical Theater Center, 
the long-term vision was growth of AT (Bobbitt 2015). According to Bobbitt, the 
potential of what MTC could do with strong leadership, strong administrative support, 
and a strong vision and mission, led to an opportunity that could not be passed up. AT 
was at a point where they wanted to increase their footprint and strongly believed that the 
two organizations would be great complements to one another.  
However, merging organizations is never easy and there were complications that 
would surface along the way. By this point, AT had a strong governing-fundraising board 
and operations were run by staff. Aside from these things, AT had a strong reputation for 
quality. This was quite the opposite for MTC. MTC had a bad reputation and a working 
board that was comprised of parents of students that were setting policies and prices 
based on their children. MTC had also amassed roughly $300,000 worth of bills and debt 
(Bobbitt 2015). With organizations that were such polar opposites in terms of 
functionality, if it wasn’t for a cohesive vision, this merger could not have occurred.
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With such an uphill climb, what exactly would this merger allow AT to do? For 
Bobbitt, this question was quite simple to answer. Bobbitt had always envisioned a 
school that would train kids to become artists. This merger has allowed this to happen. 
The merger has also allowed for increased visibility, a larger footprint in the community, 
and a better, more sustainable business model.  
For AT, with a focus on producing shows that were geared towards young 
children, retaining audiences became quite a challenge. The organization found that they 
were losing audiences simply because they were aging out. They needed to find a way to 
retain their audiences beyond the age of eight years old. So the idea of expanding their 
academy through the merger with MTC was something they knew would allow them to 
retain patrons longer and sustain them in the longer term. It wasn’t long before the 
academy started to bring in more money than the professional productions they were 
producing (Bobbitt 2015). Below is a chart illustrating the increases in earned revenue 
from both program tickets and academy enrollment. Information from this chart was 
gathered from publicly filed 990s from ATMTC, beginning the first year of the merger. 
Revenues FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 Projections 
Program Tickets $836,624 $749,303 $744,361 $937,819 
Academy $416,235 $634,384 $693,207 $962,823 
Contributions and Grants $503,715 $494,464 $541,108 $676,000 
 
 The reason why Bobbitt claims this current business model to be more sustainable 
than that of most organizations is the heavy ratio of earned versus contributed income. In 
the most recent form 990 available for ATMTC, it is clear that relying on earned revenue 
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is more sustainable for this organization. For fiscal year 2014, earned income for 
ATMTC was approximately $1,925,000 (or 78% of total revenue) and contributed 
income was just under $541,000 (or 22% of total revenue). In terms of revenue growth, 
Bobbitt feels as though the growth in the academy has large potential (Bobbitt 2015).  
 Such a focus on the academy has also led to increased foundation funding for 
ATMTC. The organization is projecting a 50 percent growth in foundation funding from 
FY2014 to FY2015 (FY2015 Budget Projection Worksheet). Education is a huge focus 
for funders right now, Bobbitt explains. Foundations want to see the impact of your work 
and how it is bettering the youth of your community (Bobbitt 2015). Bobbitt continues by 
explaining that the administration of the education program at the ATMTC academy is 
unmatched. He explains that while most educational theater programs are about exposure, 
the ATMTC academy is about training, specifically classes that teach techniques and how 
to become artists. All programs have a curriculum and participants get report cards 
(Bobbitt 2015). Structuring the academy this way allows for life-long learning and skills 
that can be utilized in all facets of life. 
 In comparison to the increases in earned revenue, there has not been the same 
type of focus on contributed revenue. Bobbitt admits that the idea of fundraising is still 
fairly new to the organization, as it was volunteer run until 2007. Having little to no 
administrative overhead up until this point meant that revenues generated from ticket 
sales would easily cover production and other costs. The main strategy the organization 
has implemented in terms of contributed income growth is seen through the addition of 
board members that are stronger in the fundraising department and staff hired that 
specialize in development. In addition to hiring development staff, ATMTC has recently
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divided their development department, hiring a staff member dedicated solely to 
individual giving and one dedicated solely to institutional giving (adventuretheatre-
mtc.org 2015).  
 So where does Bobbitt see the most income growth potential? While many 
organizations may see the most growth potential in contributed income, Bobbitt sees it in 
earned income, specifically income earned through the academy (Bobbitt 2015). During 
their current strategic planning process, ATMTC is considering whether an 
organizational shift from being known as a theater with an academy should be made to an 
academy with a theater.  
This type of transition is being considered for multiple reasons. First, located in a 
Washington D.C. suburb, ATMTC is essentially in the D.C. marketplace for the arts and 
this market is over capacity in terms of the amount of theater groups. Second, as 
mentioned earlier, Bobbitt feels there is much more potential in terms of the growth of 
the academy (Bobbitt 2015). To illustrate this, think for a moment about selling 50 
additional tickets to a show. While this might constitute an additional $1,000 per 
performance, adding 50 additional people to each of the three 8-week sessions at the 
academy would mean an additional $30,000 in revenues. It is the same amount of people, 
but enrollment in the academy yields a much higher return. 
The management structure at ATMTC is somewhat less traditional than the 
typical performing arts organization. While many organizations have the titles of 
“executive director” and “artistic director,” this is not the case at ATMTC. There are 
different variations of director positions in theaters, although there is almost always one 
person that handles artistic decisions and one that handles administrative decisions. 
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Bobbitt heads the organization in his role as “producing artistic director.” The idea of a 
producing artistic director, at least for ATMTC, is that they typically toe the line on both 
sides of the organization (Bobbitt 2015). Bobbitt’s job is to oversee the vision of the 
entire company, to produce the shows, and to ensure artistic advancement of the 
organization.  
While Bobbitt oversees the entire organization, he does employ a managing 
director, who he says is tasked with managing the administrative side of the organization 
(Bobbitt 2015). However, even with the title of managing director and the task of 
overseeing the administrative aspects of the organization, this position still ultimately 
reports to Bobbitt, as he has final say over all matters. Though this model works for 
ATMTC currently, Bobbitt admits that this is just the model they currently use and things 
may change as the size of the organization increases (Bobbitt 2015). Although the 
managing director reports directly to Bobbitt, she does sit in on all board discussions. 
With a board of directors that appears to be so effective in the organization right 
now, this was not always the case. As noted earlier in this section, it took roughly three 
years for the AT board to make the transition from working to governance. What 
complicated this matter even further was merging the AT and MTC boards when the two 
organizations became one. At this time, the AT board had established themselves as a 
governance-fundraising board, however, the MTC board was still a working board. The 
main distinction in the two boards was largely due to one organization having a paid staff 
and the other organization relying heavily on volunteers. 
“The boards of the two organizations almost prevented the merger from 
happening,” Bobbitt says. Both organizations felt they deserved equal representation on 
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the board. At the time, the MTC board chair felt he only had six board members that were 
good enough to stay with the merged organization. At the same time, there were 18 
effective members on the AT board. This meant that AT would have had to lose twelve 
good board members in order for both organizations to have equal representation. The 
solution to this was after about two months of discussion, all current board members were 
invited to be part of the new board for one year. This resulted in a board with 36 people 
(Bobbitt 2015). 
At the time when this newly merged board started, there was an executive 
committee that met once a month. This committee was comprised of the chair of the 
board and heads of all of the standing committees, eight people in total. It was agreed 
upon that half way through the year, the nominating committee would decide who would 
remain on the full board. During this time an outside consultant was also brought in to 
work with the board and offer an opinion from outside the organization on the operations 
of the board (Bobbitt 2015).  
Although the organization had planned on taking a full year to establish the new 
board, this entire time was not needed. Some of the original MTC board members left 
within the first few months because they felt as though their organization was now in 
good hands. Other board members left because there was a lot of work associated with 
the merger. At the end of the first year, all MTC board members had left and there were 
eight new ATMTC board members (Bobbitt 2015).  
With so much growth occurring in nearly every facet of the organization, it might 
be hard to for someone without a focused vision to be able to pinpoint any specific 
initiatives that the organization would like to see implemented. Bobbitt however had no 
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issues in identifying areas for potential growth. In addition to the idea of moving from a 
theater with an academy program to an academy with a theater, Bobbitt also notes the 
need in the community to increase the academy’s reach to older theater students, beyond 
high school age (Bobbitt 2015). Bobbitt feels as though his programs teach great life 
skills and help foster the growth of individuals. 
On the opposite spectrum, when asked whether there were any current practices 
or initiatives he would like to see phased out, Bobbitt had quite a different answer. I find 
it important to note here that Bobbitt doesn’t feel as though any of the organizational 
practices feel dated or wrong. He instead mentions things they could improve or build 
upon what already exists (Bobbitt 2015). One of the most important things he mentioned 
was the idea of streamlining the organization to really get the board and staff on the same 
page. Moving both in the same direction will be crucial to further success.  
Bobbitt took this time to emphasize that innovation is the key to any 
organization’s growth. His description is, “I think of it as a triangle. The bottom is the 
core programs. They are already in place, sustainable, and you do them all the time. The 
middle are the signature programs. We do these here and there. And at the top is 
innovation. This keeps you in the public eye, it keeps people coming back, and it keeps 
funders coming in” (Bobbitt 2015). So it is possible that the key to the success of this 
organization over the last several years has been that of innovation seen through the 
premieres of new recognizable titles and thinking outside of the box in terms of creating 
programs to reach beyond current patrons.
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Summary 
 With such success achieved by Bobbitt and ATMTC, it seems as though this 
organization is in the right place to see further growth. It is not common for me to say 
that I can see an organization continue to grow after seeing such massive growth already, 
however what I believe this organization has above others is a clear vision. The 
importance of vision is something that Bobbitt mentioned multiple times during our 
interview and something that clearly has played an important role in facilitating the 
growth that ATMTC has seen. I believe that the organization has a clear path ahead of 
them and has found an extremely sustainable model for their particular market.  
 Something that will be key if ATMTC does decide to move ahead with 
transitioning from a theater with an academy to an academy with a theater is knowing 
how to balance your resources. It will not be possible to just expand the academy without 
having some give in the production side of the organization. With limited resources, it is 
important to not bite off more than you can chew. Over commitment can quickly lead to 
building a bad reputation and it is important to always put forward your best product. 
There will also be additional costs associated with growing the academy and the need to 
address things such as a larger venue to hold classes. It is important that organizations 
planning for growth don’t overlook these things. 
 
Advice from the Expert 
With such a clear vision and direction for his own organization, asking Michael 
Bobbitt what advice he could offer to other organizations seems like quite a useful idea. 
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Bobbitt says, “The biggest thing for any nonprofit is to look at relevance. The 
organization has to be relevant. It has to be something the world needs. If they are 
struggling, look at their mission, is this something the world needs?” (Bobbitt 2015)  
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CHAPTER 4 – National Philharmonic 
 
Introduction 
The following is a case study conducted on the National Philharmonic (NP), based in 
Bethesda, Maryland. As was the case with the two organizations previously reviewed for 
the purposes of this paper, information for this organization was accessed via publicly 
available information, however much of the information was gathered through an 
interview between Kenneth Oldham, President of the NP since 2005, and myself. 
Through this case study I aim to review the history and practices of the NP that have led 
to the organization’s tremendous growth over the last ten plus years. 
 
Mission 
“The mission of the National Philharmonic is to be the dynamic organization of choice 
providing the highest quality orchestral, choral and other musical experiences to enrich 
and inspire the lives of people in Montgomery County, the Washington, D.C. 
metropolitan area and beyond through concerts and educational programs for all ages.” 
(nationalphilharmonic.org 2015)  
 
History/Overview 
 As was the case with the previously researched Adventure Theatre MTC, the 
National Philharmonic (NP) was formed out of the merger of two already established 
performing arts organizations. On July 1, 2003, the National Chamber Orchestra and 
Masterworks Chorus formed one organization to become the National Philharmonic 
(nationalphilharmonic.org 2015). This newly named organization brought together two
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organizations, each with a reputation for producing high caliber music. 
 The NP performed at the F. Scott Fitzgerald Theatre, located in Rockville, 
Maryland, until February 2005, when it moved to the Music Center at Strathmore 
(Strathmore for short). Since this time, the NP has performed well over 100 concerts in 
the Concert Hall at Strathmore, focusing on highlighting world-renowned guest artists in 
“time-honored symphonic masterpieces” conducted by Maestro Piotr Gajewski and 
“monumental choral masterworks” led by National Philharmonic Chorale Artistic 
Director, Stan Engebretson (nationalphilharmonic.org 2015).  
 In February 2005, the NP moved to Strathmore and became the ensemble-in-
residence for the brand new, state-of-the-art music center in North Bethesda, Maryland. 
This was the same year that Kenneth Oldham took over the role as President of the 
organization. Prior to this time, the organization was headed by Piotr Gajewski, current 
music director and conductor. Gajewski served as both the administrative head of the 
organization and the music director. With more than 30 annual performances and 
educational programs, NP is the “largest and most active locally-based professional 
ensemble” based in Montgomery County, Maryland (nationalphilharmonic.org 2015).  
Unlike the previous organizations reviewed in this paper, Oldham has very 
specific and poignant answers to what has contributed to the growth of the NP. His first 
answer to what he attributes the growth to was the merger of the National Chamber 
Orchestra and Masterworks Chorus. Just prior to the merger, the National Chamber 
Orchestra had an operating budget of approximately $450,000 and the Masterworks 
Chorus was $200,000 (Oldham 2015). This meant a combined operating budget of 
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roughly $650,000. While the combination of the two organizations was called a merger, 
Oldham describes that it was technically an acquisition. The 501(c)3 number of the 
orchestra was retained through the merger process.  
The operating budget of the newly formed NP remained relatively the same for 
just over a year, until the organization moved to its new home at Strathmore. Specifically, 
prior to the move, the operating budget was $669,000 (FY03 990). At the end of the first 
fiscal year for the organization at Strathmore, the operating budget of the organization 
had nearly doubled to $1,312,000 (FY05 990). Oldham attributes this 100 percent growth 
to the massive restructuring of the organization that was needed once it moved into its 
new performance space. Ticket prices were drastically increased because of the venue, 
and administrative and other expenses moved in line with the increase in revenues 
(Oldham 2015).  
The move of the NP to Strathmore had been planned for many years. The 
organization had been courted by the venue during planning phases and the appeal of a 
brand new, state-of-the-art performance venue was an opportunity that the organization 
could not pass up. The move to this venue not only meant performing in a wonderful 
space, but also a raise in the profile of the organization. The residual business gained 
from increasing the organization’s profile was something that was not anticipated prior to 
the move (Oldham 2015). This idea is something that the organization is still feeling the 
impact of. According to the organization’s audited financial documents, contributions 
from public entities grew nearly 50 percent from fiscal year 2013 to fiscal year 2014 
(FY14 Audited Financial Statement). 
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While the main contributing factors to the growth of the organization can be tied 
to the merger and a change in venue, these aren’t the only things that are helping to 
sustain and grow the organization. In their 2008-09 concert season, NP began to double 
their concerts. This meant that concerts that were performed on Saturday nights would 
also be performed on Sunday afternoons. The only additional expenses incurred through 
this would be that of producing the physical concert itself. No additional prep or 
marketing outreach was needed. NP found this was an effective way to reduce expenses 
and capitalize on the demand for the organization.  
Increased numbers of performances seems to not have hindered the demand to see 
the orchestra. Average attendance rates at concerts are 80-85 percent of capacity for the 
nearly 2,000 seat hall (Oldham 2015). In addition to selling nearly all concerts at or near 
capacity, the organization has been able to charge a premium price for tickets. Ticket 
prices rival that of other, much larger competitor orchestras in the area, such as National 
Symphony Orchestra and Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and range in price from $27 to 
$77 per concert (nationalphilharmonic.org 2015). Oldham strongly believes that because 
of the venue and its location in such a wealthy area of the state, ticket prices can remain 
at such a premium (Oldham 2015).  
In addition to ticket revenue, other earned revenue for NP comes through multiple 
outreach initiatives and paid contract work. After the move to Strathmore in 2005, NP 
began performing concerts for every second grade student in Montgomery County, 
Maryland. The organization has also recently built a partnership with several downtown 
Washington, D.C. charter schools. The partnership with the D.C. charter schools brings in 
over $225,000 annually itself. In addition to revenue made through outreach, contractual
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work, where the orchestra is hired to perform for a fee, accounted for another $211,000 
during FY 2014 (FY14 Audited Financial Document).  
As was the case with Adventure Theatre MTC, the National Philharmonic also 
relies heavily on earned income and focuses on this area before contributed income. The 
standard orchestra model has an income model that is comprised of 35 percent earned 
versus 65 percent contributed (thinkaboutpricing.com 2015). Of NP’s $2,200,000 budget 
for FY 2015, merely $730,000 is projected in contributed revenue (Oldham 2015). This 
means the NP has a model nearly the exact opposite of what is standard to most 
orchestral models. Having a higher earned income percentage aids in an organization’s 
autonomy and flexibility (nonprofitleadershipcenter.com 2015).  
With such a high percentage of earned revenue, the area where Oldham 
potentially sees revenue growth is actually on the contributed side. Oldham says, “…it 
has to be contributed because at 80-85 percent capacity for concerts, I don’t see an 
environment where we will be able to do much better than that. In order for that to 
happen we would need to get more adventurous with our programming, but then you run 
the risk of losing audiences” (Oldham 2015). While Oldham also notes that ticket prices 
could potentially increase to increase earned revenue, growth over the last few years has 
been seen in terms of contributed revenue.  
As with other organizations, NP has added to their fundraising team. While 
Oldham admits that there hasn’t been a dramatic increase in the amount of grants being 
applied for by the organization, the addition of a dedicated development team has led to 
the increase in the quality of grants written. While Oldham believes there is a lot of 
potential in the area of contributed income growth, he does not mention any specific
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plans in place to attain any increases, and in fact says that it will be quite a challenge to 
accomplish (Oldham 2015).  
While being the ensemble-in-residence at Strathmore for the last ten years has 
certainly raised the profile of the organization, it has also come with its unique challenges 
in terms of fundraising. Another organization who frequently performs at Strathmore is 
the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (BSO). In fact, with a budget ten times larger than 
NP, the BSO performs 50 percent more at Strathmore than the NP, and has a much larger 
reach simply because of the size and reputation of the organization. It can be hard to 
prove why an organization with an operating budget one tenth the size of the larger 
deserves donor contributions over the larger one, especially when the artistic quality and 
name of the BSO is so much larger. 
The idea of flexibility was mentioned briefly earlier, in terms of having a high 
earned income percentage allowing for flexibility within an organization. Flexibility is 
one characteristic that Oldham has worked hard to build into the culture at NP. To 
Oldham, flexibility is felt in nearly every aspect of the organization, from how the staff 
are managed (in terms of flexible schedules), to how they negotiate the bargaining 
agreement with their professional musicians.  
Like many professional orchestras, NP uses union musicians. However, unlike the 
largest orchestras in the United States, the musicians for the NP are paid on a “per 
service” basis. The NP still has a collective bargaining agreement with the local 
musicians’ unions that obligates them to hire union musicians, however unlike the local 
and larger NSO and BSO, musicians are not paid per year on a contractual basis (Oldham 
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2015). What this means, is that musicians are only paid for the services they perform and 
no more.  
This agreement has also given the NP additional flexibility in that they are 
permitted to cancel a performance up to 30 days in advance, without being obligated to 
pay the musicians. While questions may arise as to whether this type of “pay per service” 
model is more sustainable than the traditional contractual orchestra musician model, one 
thing is clear in that it allows the organization the ability to control expenses and grow 
and subtract as the environment changes.   
With such a high percentage of tickets sold for each performance, one might 
wonder what type of marketing initiatives an organization such as the NP has been 
implementing. While many organizations are concerned with remaining relevant and 
sustainable by attracting new audiences, this has in fact been quite the opposite approach 
of NP. Oldham admits that the organization is not concerned with attracting new 
audiences at this time, but rather has made great strides in marketing to and targeting 
their core audience (Oldham 2015). Specifically looking at their programming choices, 
one will notice their traditional choices. Selections for their 2015-16 season include all 
the usual players in terms of composers. Bach, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Vivaldi; all the big 
names that all of the big orchestras count on to bring in the audiences are there. In fact, 
all of these names are found in the top ten list of composers performed in 2014 
(bachtrack.com, 2015). This aversion to programming risk is something that is similarly 
seen in AT-MTC’s programming of only marquee value titles. 
The National Philharmonic has grown their reputation by performing some of the 
most well-known and beloved classical music in the symphony repertoire. They do not do
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“pops” or popular music concerts, anything contemporary, or commission any new 
works. Their programming is very classical and standard. Playing such standard 
repertoire has clearly done wonders for appealing to and retaining their core audience 
base, but what happens as classical music patrons begin to age out of attending 
performances themselves?  
With such a focus on performing the standards that everyone knows and is used to 
hearing, it is important to note that NP does do outreach beyond just their core audiences, 
particularly in the area of families with children. While NP does not necessarily program 
any concerts with children in mind, in 2002 they launched a program called, “All kids, all 
free, all the time.” This is the organization’s primary outreach to children and families. 
The program allows children ages seven to seventeen admittance into concerts for free.  
Because of the “All kids, all free, all the time” program, children in this age range 
comprise about ten percent of NP total audience base. In the twelve plus years since the 
program has been established, this ten percent has held steady and even slightly increased 
in percentage (Oldham 2015).  So when audiences grew from 6,000 per year to 25,000 
per year, the number of children attending grew accordingly. While this was clearly a 
good initiative and yielded positive results for the organization, what is unclear is 
whether these children that were thirteen and first attended concerts ten years ago, are 
still attending now at age 23. There was not and still currently is not any type of data 
capture methods in place to be able to follow the long-term impact of this for the 
organization. 
As with the other organizations presented in this paper, NP has gone through 
major board transitions as well, specifically in terms of transitioning a working board into
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a governance board. Oldham says that when he first took over as president of the 
organization in 2005, the board was very hands-on. This was simply because the board 
was tasked with every day administrative duties due to lack of paid administrative staff. 
The focus of the board now is that of governance (policy and practices) and fundraising 
for the organization (Oldham 2015).  
With an intricate set of committees ranging from governance to finance to choral 
operations, one of the main focuses of the board of NP in more recent years has been that 
of improving their governance, board members knowing their roles, board leadership, and 
board succession planning. One thing they specifically aim to achieve is preparing the 
vice chair of the board to take over as chair once the previous chair’s term has ended. In 
order to prepare for such a transition to occur, the vice chair is strategically placed on the 
governance committee (to get to know the people and policies) and the finance 
committee (to get to know the financials) (Oldham 2015).  
 
Summary 
Unlike the previous organizations studied in this paper, the large amount of 
growth the National Philharmonic has seen over the last decade seems to be based on a 
few strategic decisions. First, the merger of the National Chamber Orchestra and 
Masterworks Chorus and second, the move the organization made to The Music Center at 
Strathmore. While solid operations and a market which did not suffer as much through 
the recent economic recession has led to growth and sustainability of NP over the last ten 
plus years, it will be interesting to see what the organization does in the next ten years.
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 I personally wonder what the long-term impact of the organization will be from 
the lack of taking risks and thinking outside of the box. Oldham specifically mentioned 
on numerous occasions the focus of the organization on retaining their core audiences. 
However, with the average age of the orchestra patron continuing to increase nationally 
(the average age of the classical music patron was 40 in 1982, 45 in 1992, and 49 in 
2002) (Borwick 2015), some may wonder how sustainable an organization will be that 
doesn’t make great strides to reach out and attract younger audiences. I personally feel 
that this is an issue that NP needs to address sooner rather than later. In the last two fiscal 
years alone they have seen a decrease in total revenue from $2,500,000 in FY 2013 to 
$2,100,00 in FY 2015 (FY 2014 audited financial report and FY 2015 budget). While 
retaining your current audiences and donors can go a long way in terms of the sustain- 
ability of any organization, it is also certainly important to find ways to attract new ones.  
 
Advice from the Expert 
So what advice does Oldham have for an arts organization that is struggling? His 
response is somewhat different from those that were previously mentioned. Oldham says, 
“Most people would say focus on the art. That works for large institutions with the 
resources to sustain. I would say continue to focus on the art, but build the infrastructure 
of the organization around the art” (Oldham 2015). I agree with what Oldham says about 
the need to focus on the infrastructure of an organization, this gives a solid foundation to 
build upon. However, I disagree with the thought that the art can only be focused on first 
in larger institutions. I think without having strength in both the art and the infrastructure, 
an organization cannot continue to move forward. 
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CHAPTER 5 – Analysis 
 
 Prior to beginning research on the case studies analyzed for the purpose of this 
paper, I had anticipated finding new and emerging trends that Mendelssohn Club of 
Philadelphia, Adventure Theatre MTC, and National Philharmonic had implemented over 
the last several years, leading them through a period of growth and overall resilience 
during the most difficult period of the U.S. recession. However, what I found through this 
research process is that rather than emerging strategies or trends being implemented, each 
of the three organizations had instead made a few very deliberate and tactical moves that 
led to their strengthening and growth.  
Due to restrictions on the length of this paper, I am not able to cover all of the 
specific strategies that were implemented by the organizations. Instead, I will further 
analyze three recurring initiatives that were used as guiding forces to spearhead growth. 
These initiatives are: the merger of organizations, transitioning a board from a working 
board to a governance board, and hiring staff specifically dedicated to development and 
fundraising. 
 
Merging Nonprofit Arts Organizations 
 A merger is a fusing of boards, management, and legal entities to form a single 
organization (La Piana 2010). The economic recession that has occurred in the U.S. has 
put the idea of merging organizations in the forefront of organizational leaders’ minds. In 
a poll of nonprofit executive directors, conducted by the Bridgespan Group, of the 117 
respondents, 20 percent stated that mergers could play a role in the way they respond to 
the economic downturn (Cortez, Foster, and Smith Milway 2009). The two underlying
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trends encouraging mergers in the nonprofit sector are that the sector has too many 
organizations and most nonprofits are too small and are therefore inefficient (La Piana 
2010).  
There are typically two ways to look at mergers, reactively and proactively. The 
idea of looking at a merger in a reactive sense occurs when an organization begins to look 
at the process as a way to improve finances or to make their organization appear more 
attractive to funders. Looking at a merger in proactive approach is something that leaders 
of healthy organizations are doing. These leaders use this approach as a way to strengthen 
their effectiveness, increase their footprint, share best practices, and of course, to do it all 
in a more cost-effective manner (Cortez, Foster, and Smith Milway 2009). In the case of 
both Adventure Theatre MTC (ATMTC) and National Philharmonic (NP), their approach 
to mergers was that of being proactive, specifically in terms of expanding their reach for 
ATMTC and strengthening their effectiveness for NP.  
 Patrick Lawler, CEO of Youth Villages, who has himself completed a number of 
mergers with positive results, offers the following advice when it comes to deciding on 
whether a merger is right for an organization or not: “The question facing a nonprofit 
should not be, ‘Do we or do we not pursue a merger and acquisition?’ but rather ‘How do 
we best fulfill our organization’s mission and strategy to be effective, and is M&A a 
better option than other alternatives?’” (Cortez, Foster, and Smith Milway 2009) While it 
may be possible for one nonprofit organization to salvage another organization that is 
going through financial hardships or even to come across another organization that will 
aid in fulfilling the first organization’s mission, this is generally not the case. 
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The following are types of strategic benefits that nonprofits should seek during a merger 
process: 
 Quality improvements of existing services (improved programs, training, etc.) 
 Improved efficiency in existing services (better utilization of assets, reduced 
overhead, etc.) 
 Increased funding (access to better fundraising capabilities, new relationships, 
etc.) 
 Development of new skills (program expertise, stronger leadership team, etc.) 
 Entry into new geographies (reach new areas, build new community relationships) 
 
*Note: these traits were established by The Bridgespan Group through the surveying of 
3,300 nonprofit organizations that went through a merger process. 
 
 While mergers may seem like an appealing deal and a way to eliminate 
redundancy, reduce overhead, and expand organizational reach, it is important to 
remember that a merger is not always the end-all answer to existing issues. Michael 
Kaiser notes, “You especially never want to put two sick organizations together” (Kaiser 
2015). Kaiser explains that while this may seem like a cost effective strategy, it is 
essentially magnifying the problems of both organizations into one larger problem. 
Because organizations are so lean, not that much overhead will be eliminated, and the 
financial rewards are much smaller than that of the for-profit sector.  
 Another thing to consider prior to a merger is that not all mergers will be 
successful. While failures occur less frequently than that of the for-profit sector other 
adverse things may occur during the process. Mergers typically take more financial and 
time resources than anticipated. Mergers can also create more problems than they solve 
(think back to the issues created by merging two boards during the Adventure Theatre 
and Musical Theater Center merger). Instead of “pulling out the biggest gun in the 
partnership arsenal,” nonprofits should first consider a variety of ways of working 
collaboratively with other organizations (La Piana 2010). 
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 Collaborations are perhaps the most common type of partnership among nonprofit 
organizations, and also the least intense (La Piana 2010). Unlike mergers, collaborations 
do not change an organization’s legal, corporate, or government structures, and generally 
do not require a legal written document specifying the role of each party. They are 
typically informal and are for a specific event or period of time. The idea of collaboration 
is something that Kaiser is a proponent of and speaks about frequently. Kaiser notes that 
collaborations can allow for bigger and more ambitious projects in terms of an 
organization’s product, it can help market through multiple organizations, and it can get 
more people talking about you. In the end, this helps with the overall visibility of an 
organization and increases impact, without increasing costs (Kaiser 2015).  
 
Transitioning a Board from Working to Governance 
 One tactic that seemingly strengthened each of the three organizations studied for 
the purposes of this paper was transitioning their existing “working board” to a 
“governing board.” The term “working board” refers to board members who work as 
unpaid staff for a nonprofit organization (nonprofit-knowhow.com 2015). Examples of 
this might include treasurers that also serve as the nonprofit’s bookkeeper, a marketing 
professional that also writes an organization’s press releases and buys ads, or a board 
member that also writes grants for an organization. This kind of work is generally found 
in smaller or newer nonprofit organizations that don’t yet have the financial resources to 
hire professional staff to handle day-to-day operations.  
 While there might not inherently be any problems with this type of board, the 
issues lies in the case when this is all that they do. All nonprofits must have a governing
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board, one that provides leadership to the organization, that sets policy and direction, and 
that provides financial oversight. The challenge with the working board model is that 
board members must fulfill both governing and operational responsibilities. The fact that 
board members are giving so much time and energy to fulfil general operational 
responsibilities can often take away from their first role, that of governance.  
 According to Thomas Wolf, co-founder of the international consulting firm, 
WolfBrown, there are six principal areas of responsibility for board members. Board 
members should: 
 Determine the organization’s mission and set policies for its operation, ensuring 
that the provisions of the organization’s charter and the law are being followed 
 Set the organization’s overall program from year to year and engage in longer-
range planning to establish its general course for the future 
 Establish fiscal policy and boundaries, with budgets and financial controls 
 Provide adequate resources for the activities of the organization through direct 
financial contributions and a commitment to fundraising 
 Select, evaluate, and if necessary, terminate the appointment of the chief 
executive 
 Develop and maintain a communication link to the community, promoting the 
work of the organization (Wolf 2012, 36) 
 
As important as it is to understand the roles and duties of board members, it is equally 
important to recognize and understand what governing board members should not do. 
These items are: 
 Engage in the day-to-day operations of the organization 
 Hire staff other than the chief executive 
 Make detailed programmatic decisions without consulting staff (Wolf 2012, 36) 
 
While many nonprofit organizational boards begin as working boards, at some 
point they will need to make the transition to a governing board. Many times this 
transition occurs when an organization brings on new board members. Without this surge 
of new energy and ideas, it can be difficult for founding board members to realize that it
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must evolve as the organization does (BoardSource.org 2015). When an organization 
hires its first paid staff, the board needs to evolve by letting go of its daily operational 
concerns, and instead begin to think strategically, by setting its sights on the future.  
 When a board and organization hires its first paid staff person, generally known as 
the chief executive or executive director, daily operations need to be handed over to this 
person. With that being said, it can sometimes be hard for boards that are accustomed to 
doing all of the work for an organization to let go of their hands-on role and honor a clear 
break in the division of labor (BoardSource.org 2015). Another thing to bear in mind is 
that handing over all administrative responsibilities to one person can be disastrous if that 
person is not well equipped to handle so many tasks. One of the key things board 
members must remember is not to micromanage this newly hired individual and to be 
clear with expectations. In order to make the transition easier, a consultant may be 
brought in, or training can occur to help educate board members as to their new roles. 
Rather than remaining operational, the board must become strategic in their approach and 
focus on the future direction of the organization, by providing oversight and ensuring 
adequate resources are available for the organization to fulfil its mission. 
 
Hiring Development Staff 
 One last common item that was found in each of the three organizations studied 
was that of hiring or increasing the size of a development (sometimes called fundraising) 
staff. Often times in smaller organizations, or when an organization brings on its first 
staff person, the development role is handled by the executive director, with support from
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the board of directors. However, as an organization grows, and in turn needs to raise 
additional funds for programs and operational overhead, hiring a dedicated development 
staff person can be key to facilitating this growth. 
 Fundraising requires professional or volunteer staff to provide information and 
administrative support that helps an organization and its board to raise funds. Often 
times, when staff duties are combined, fundraising will come up short (Brown and 
Dreeszen 2007, 145). Say for example a staff member is tasked with both marketing and 
development responsibilities. Often times marketing or writing a press release is more 
fun than writing an appeal letter asking for money. Because of this, more focus will likely 
be put on the more interesting item. Marketing for events is also typically very clear in 
terms of time; it must be done well in advance of the event or there will be no audience. 
Fundraising needs can often be less pressing in terms of concrete deadlines. 
 Each of the organizations in this study mentioned the limit they felt they had in 
terms of earned revenues, specifically as it pertained to selling tickets to performances. 
Janelle McCoy from MCP mentioned that her venues are at capacity; Ken Oldham with 
the NP said that he is already selling concerts at 80-85 percent capacity; and Michael 
Bobbitt with ATMTC said that runs of his shows were selling out the first week they 
opened. With this being said, each organization also acknowledged they had near 
limitless potential in terms of contributed income.  
 Contributed income can come in the form of donations from individuals, 
foundations, corporations, or government funds. Which particular category will be the 
most lucrative for an organization depends on several factors including, board member 
and board member connections, the size of individuals to solicit in a database, economic
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market factors, and many more. With so many internal and external factors influencing 
contributed revenue, what is clear is that if you don’t ask, don’t expect to receive, and the 
amount of resources put forth has an almost direct correlation to the return gained.  
Whatever types of initiatives implemented through the development process, one 
thing to always bear in mind is that raising funds is a direct result of building 
relationships with others. MCP is a great organization to look at for this, because they 
had both big wins and losses with limited resources. In the aforementioned case study on 
MCP, Janelle McCoy mentioned that they held several “wine and cheese” events, that 
while they did a good job at giving potential donors an intimate look at the organization, 
weren’t as lucrative as they had hoped due to the lack of staff resources available to 
cultivate the relationships with individuals (McCoy 2015).  
Even with the limited resources available, with a part-time staff member 
dedicated to development and a part-time staff member dedicated to marketing, what the 
organization was able to build was an online presence for their organization. Creating an 
organization that was easily accessible in terms of information, allowed for many 
individuals to get to know the organization without having to spend additional funds 
reaching out to each one. While this may not be the ideal situation, an organization with 
limited time and monetary resources needs to analyze where its best return on investment 
may be. For MCP, because of their high profile, cutting edge programming, and the 
amount of foundation money available in the Philadelphia area, development staff 
resources were better spent on grant writing for foundations. Whatever the specific case 
of any organization may be, hiring a dedicated development staff person that can build 
and foster relationships with donors is one area that should not be overlooked.
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 The period of economic recession that occurred in the United States has had a 
profound impact on all nonprofit organizations, particularly those in the arts sector. In 
2012 alone, the IRS reported 10,000 few nonprofit organizations than it had the prior year 
(thenonprofittimes.com 2015). What this means that is that in order to survive and thrive 
during the economic downturn, nonprofit arts organizations needed to make great strides 
in terms of revising their operational procedures. Those that made smart, tactical choices 
fared well during this time and those that failed to adapt suffered accordingly.   
 While I was able to go into some detail on a few of the stand out strategies 
implemented by these organizations, I was limited by the length of this paper in what I 
was able to discuss. I highlighted the ideas of merging organizations, transitioning boards 
from working to governing, and hiring development staff. However, there are many areas 
which I was only able to briefly touch on. Subjects which were discovered through the 
interview process for this paper which require further research include: the idea of the 
single ticket versus subscription model, whether or not the orchestra model is sustainable, 
the impact of type of programming on audience retention, and the use of contractors 
versus full, part-time, or temporary staff.  
 After highlighting some of the successful tactics the three organizations that were 
studied employed, I do find it necessary to at least briefly mention that while these 
organizations have been successful during this period, there are still issues that need to be 
addressed in order to ensure future success. In the case of Mendelsohn Club of 
Philadelphia, Janelle McCoy mentioned that she is hesitant that the organization will see
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 much further fiscal growth, especially in terms of earned revenue. While limited earned 
revenue growth is not necessarily a bad thing, heavy reliance on contributed revenue or 
any single source of revenue can spell disaster.  
 The future looks bright for Adventure Theatre MTC. Michael Bobbitt has a very 
clear artistic vision and is paving the way for the next life stage of the organization. With 
a solid understanding of what is needed to see further growth, it seems as though Bobbitt 
is on track to make the transition of his organization from a theater with an academy to an 
academy with a theater. With all of this in place, transitioning the business model of an 
organization can be a tough thing for even the strongest organization to undertake. It will 
be imperative that Bobbitt and the ATMTC team carefully budgets and allocates 
resources during this process. Underestimating even the smallest items such as teaching 
and administrative staff, venue choice, or changes in market demand can lead to trouble 
that would take years to recover from. 
 Lastly is the National Philharmonic, this is the organization I believe to be the 
most at risk of entering decline. While many strategic moves have allowed the 
organization to see tremendous growth over the last ten plus years, it has yet to be proven 
that this organization will be able to sustain growth, in fact their operating budget shrank 
by nearly $400,000 from FY 2014 to FY 2015.  
While ATMTC doesn’t make extremely risky programming choices, a portion of 
their programming could at least be considered new and innovative. However, in the case 
of NP, their lack of programmatic risk taking means absolutely no new works are heard, 
in fact nothing written within the last 75 or so years will be heard by this organization. 
The debate of programming choices and the impact it can have on an organization could
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be the subject of entire paper in itself, so I won’t go into further deal on the subject here, 
aside from the fact that NP’s strategic decision to not expand programming has greatly 
hindered their expansion in terms of growing their audience base. During our interview, 
Ken Oldham made it clear that his focus is on retaining audiences, rather than finding 
ways to attract new ones (Oldham 2015). This type of inability to see beyond your 
current circumstances is simply not sustainable in the long-term.   
 Whatever the case may be for any specific organization, one thing that proved to 
be true through this research is that there is not and will never be any one-size-fits-all 
model or answer as to what leads to building and maintaining a successful and resilient 
arts organization. However, what is clear is there is potential for arts organizations to be 
successful. With that being said, success cannot be achieved without a solid 
organizational structure and clear vision and mission for an organization. What is clear is 
that organizations that have a clear vision of who they are and where they are going and 
are able to adapt to their environment will have success over those that lack these 
qualities.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
 
 
 
Interviews will begin with an introduction to my overall thesis research topic, which will 
include a description of why I chose their particular organization and why I deemed it to 
have been successful. 
 
In general, what do you attribute the growth and success of your organization to? 
 
What types of audience growth have you seen over the last several years for you 
organization? 
 What strategies did you use that you believe contributed to this growth? 
 How did you determine these strategies would be effective? 
 Have you tried any strategies which have not been successful? 
 Have you collaborated with any other organizations to aid in your audience 
growth? 
 
What earned income strategies have you utilized over the last several years that have 
allowed for growth? 
 Have you tried any initiatives which have been less successful? 
 
What contributed income strategies have you utilized over the last several years that have 
allowed for growth? 
 Have you tried any initiatives which have been less successful? 
 
What is the management structure of your organization and why do you believe this 
particular structure has been effective? 
 Do you believe there is another type of structure that would be more effective? 
 What is the relationship between the artistic and operational management of your 
organization? 
 
What role does board governance have in your organization? 
 Do you believe that you have a good balance between board governance and 
staff? 
 
Are there any initiatives that you would like to see your organization implement in the 
next few years that you believe will lead to growth of your organization? 
 
Are there any current practices that your organization uses that you would like to phase 
out to make room for new initiatives? 
 
What advice would you give to an arts organization that is currently struggling? 
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